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SONIC-BOOM MEASUREMENTS IN THE FOCUS REGION
.¢
DURING THE ASCENT OF APOLLO 17 i
By Herbert R. Henderson and David A. Hilton _ [f
Langley Research Center i
SUMMARY
This paper presents sonic-boom pressure signatures recorded during the ascent
phase of Apollo 17. The measurements were obtained onboard six U.S. Navy ships posi-
tioned along the ground track of the spacecraft vehicle in the area of expected focus
resulting from the flight path and acceleration of the vehicle. Tracings of the measured
signatures are presented along with values of the maximam positive overpressure, posi-
tive impulse, signature duration, and bow-shock rise time. Also included are brief
descriptions of the ships and their location, the deployment of the sonic-boom instrumen-
tation, flight profiles and operating conditions for the launch vehicle and spacecraft,
surface-weather and sea-state information at the measuring sites, and high-altitude
weather information for the general measurement areas.
The characteristics of the sonic-boom overpressure signatures were typical of
those observed for aircraft during maneuvering flight. Amplifications of the overpressure
signatures were observed in the focus region. As in the case of maneuvering aircraft,
the _ocus overpressures occur over very localized regions, the locations of which are
quite predictable. Overpressure values ranging from about 63 N/m 2 to 420 N/m 2 were
measured during ascent and are in very good agreement with predictions. The signatures
were not simple N-w_ve shapes; in some cRses a caustic signature was superposed on
the normal signature. These caustic signatures are associated with the focus-boom
regions resulting from a curved, accelerating flight profile. Signatures exhibited rise
times which were of the order of those observed for supersonic aircraft and other Apollo
space vehicles. However, the signatures are much longer than those for aircraft because
of the effect of the very large exhaust plume from the rocket engine. The signatures
obtained for the Apollo 17 spacecraft are generally similar in nature to those observed
on previous Apollo missions.
INTRODUCTION
Sonic-boom research programs pertaining to supersonic aircraft resulted in a con-
siderable accumulation of both experimental and theoretical information relating to sonic
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booms produced in steady, level flight and in maneuvers. (See refs. 1 to 11.) These ii
I
studies included aircraft of different size and weight o_er_ ting in the Mach number range
1
of 0.98 to 4.8 at altitudes from 15 m to more than 27 000 m with resulting overpressures
from near 0 to greater than 6800 N/m 2. The maneuvers included longitudinal accel- _ i
' erations, pushovers, pull-ups, and turns. During these maneuvers, localized regions of
.&
boom-focus pressures were observed with focus factors ranging from 2 to 9. (See
ref. 10.)
In recent years a significant amount of sonic-boom information has also been , 3
obtained on space vehicles including Apollo 12, 13, and 15. (See ref. 12.) These space
vehicle missions extended the Mach number and altitude range of the sonic-boom data to
much higher values (Mach number of 16 and altitude of 52 000 m) and also gave indica- _
tions of the effects of the exhaust plume from the rocket engine. Most of the data
obtained on these Apollo vehicles were measured downrange of focus areas during ascent,
with some limited data obtained during reentry. The effort made to describe the focus
region during the launch ascent of Apollo 16 (ref. 13) was rather limited. IThe purpose of this paper is to present the results of a sonic-boom measurement
program aimed at a better definition of the focus-boom region during the ascent phase
of the Apollo 17 mission. Tracings of the sonic-boom signatures and tabulated values of
positive overpressure, impulse, wave period, and shock rise times are given for six
shipboard measuring stations. Also included are brief descriptions of the ships and
their locations, the deployment of the sonic-boom instrumentation, vehicle and space-
craft flight profiles and operating conditions, surface-weather information at the mea-
suring sites, and high-altitude weather information for the general measurement areas.
Comparisons of the measured and predicted sonic-boom overpressures for the Apollo 17
mission are presentect The measured data are also compared with data from the
Apollo 15 and 16 missions and with data from flight test programs of various aircraft.
The results presented herein represent a joint effort involving the NASA Langley Research
CenteL', the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, the NASA George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, the NASA Wallops Flight Center, and the U.S. Navy (Manned Spacecraft
Recovery Force, Atlantic).
SYMBOLS
Valuesare giveninSI Units(Syst_meInternational).The measurements and
calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units and then converted to SI Units. t]
Io impulse of positive phase of sonic-boom ground-pressure signature,
newton-seconds per meter 2
2
l
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Ap maximum presstlreriseacross bow shockwave measured atground level,
newtonsper meter2
Ato time duration of positive phase of sonic-boom ground-pressure signature,
seconds
I
AT total time duration of sonic-boom ground-pressure signature, seconds I
!
I
T rise time of sonic-boom pressure signature (defined as time from onset of !
bow shock wave to its maximum positive value of overpressure), seconds !
!
I
Abbreviation: i
I
i
GMT Greenwich mean time !i
i
APPARATUS AND METHODS !
Test Vehicle
A photograph of the night launch of the Apollo 17/Saturn V configuration is shown
in figure 1 and a schematic diagram of the configuration is shown in figure 2. This con-
figuration (which includes the total flight vehicle) had an overall length of 110.65 m and a
gross mass of 2 962 314 kg, and developed an average thrust of 35 meganewtons at lift-off.
Test Area and Ship Arrangement
Sonic-boom measurements on the Atlantic Ocean were made by utilizing six U.S.
Navy ships as measurement platforms. These ships were positioned along the ground
track of the spacecraft vehicle to cover the region of focusing due to the launch-ascf,,t
phase of the flight. The expected focus region is indicated schematically by the b.,.tched
footprint region shown in figure 3. The schematic of figure 4 shows a profile of the
flight path of the spacecraft vehicle and gives the locations of the ships relative to the
launch site. Ship positions range from appraximatcly 63 km to approximately 85 km
from the launch site.
Ship Descriptions and Test Conditions
Shown in the photographs of figure 5 are the various ships used as mobile data-
acquisition platforms. The U.S.S. Adroit (station 1), an Acme class ocean minesweeper,
ts 52 m long with a 10.6 m beam; the U.S.S. Alacrity (station 2) and the U.S.S. Assurance
(station 4) are ocean minesweepers of the Ability class and are 57.9 m long with 10.9 m
3
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beams. The U.S.S. Saginaw (station 3), a Newport class tank-landing ship, has a length
of 159 m and a beam of 21 m. The U.S.S. Fidelity (station 5), an Agile class ocean mine-
, sweeper, is 52.4 m long with a 10.9 m beam. The U.S.S. Recovery (station 6), a Diver
class salvage ship, is 64.9 m long with a 11.8 m beam. Also indicv.ted in each photo-
graph is the general area of the ship in which the sonic-boom microphone system was _
located. During the launch and ascent of the spacecraft vehicle, sonic-boom measure-
ments were obtained as the ships traveled in the direction of flight along the ground 3
track at slow speed, utilizing only enough power to maintain steerage. Indicated in
table 1 are the ship's speed, surface weather, and sea-state conditions existing at each
station during the measurement portion of the test. Sea-state conditions in the test area,
as aescribed by ship personnel, were essentially calm. Special efforts were made to j
keep the sh_ noise at a minimum during the time of measurements by reducing ship
speed to the minimum required for steerage, keeping personnel below deck, etc.
Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Flight
The launch of Apollo 17 occurred at night at 05:33:00 Greenwich mean time on
December 7, 1972. The spacecraft was launched on an azimuth of approximately 90°,
[row. Kennedy Space Center, Complex 39, Pad A. Boost to orbit was accomplished by a
complete burn of the first stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle. Shown in figure 6 are
altitude and velocity plotted as functions of time after launch, with an indication of sig-
nificant events _ssociated with the launch and ascent of the spacecraft. Double-headed
arrows indicate the time period during which the booms measured aboard the ships were
generated, the time period of the overhead passage of the vehicle, and the time period
of boom arrival. For each of the ships, specific times and corresponding altitudes and
velocities for these events are presented in table 2. The data of figure 6 and table 2
were obtained from the Saturn V final postfltght trajectory data report (Saturn V final
post_light trajectory data for AS-512 metric units, Boeing Co., Huntsville, Alabama,
December 22, 1972) and from figure 5 of reference 14. It should be noted from figure 6
that the booms measured during ascent were generated by the complete Saturn V launch-
vehicle configuration while thrusting and producing a plume of exhaust gases.
PRESSURE-MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation utilized for the Apollo 17 sonic-b0om pressure measurements
is commercially available and is similar to or identical to that used in measurements of
aircraft sonic-boom signatures (refs. 1 and 5) and for measurements in the Apollo 15
and 16 sonic-boom measurement programs (refs. 12 and 13). The main components of
the sonic-boom measuring systems were modified condenser microphones, a Dynagage
system, d.c. amplifiers, and FM tape recorders. A representative frequency-response
4
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curve of the data-acquisition system is shown in figure 7, and a pictorial block diagram
of a typical system placed onboard each ship is shown in figure 8. The microphone
. operating range is approximately 0.09 N/m2 to 282 N/m 2. The total sound-measuring =
system was calibrated onboard ship by means of acoustic pressure calibrators, which
operated with a fi':ed frequency of 1 kHz and produced a root-mean-square sound-
pressure level of 89 N/m 2 at the microphone diaphragm.
Utilizing existing prediction schemes, along with the previous Apollo 15 and 16
sonic-boom measurements (refs. 12 and 13), microphone level settings were provided
to give the most desirable signal-noise ratio and to allow for the uncertainties associ-
ated with sonic-boom focus factors and for sonic-boom variations resulting from atmos-
pheric effects. Three microphones were used, mounted in a cluster on each ship. The
output of each microphone was roll' J through two separate amplifiers, which permitted
six sensitivity settings and allowed for a wide range of overpressures.
Figure 9(a) is a photograph of the microphone mounting arrangements, with one
unit shown complete with wind screen (consisting of two layers of cheese cloth). Shown
in figure 9(b) is a ph_ograph of the signal-conditioning and recording equipment as it
was mounted in a compartment onboard each ship. Efforts were made to place the
microphones on the deck of each ship in an uncluttered area to minimize the possibility
of significant sonic-boom shock-wave reflectior _rom the ship's superstructure.
r
i
The photographs of figure 10 illustrate typical microphone locations onboard the
six ships. The microphones used at each measuring station were pi-.ced 0.15 m above
the deck on each ship. Since the ray paths of the sonic-boom shock waves generated by
the spacecraft vehicle arrived very nearly vertical, reflections from the various sur-
faces and superstructures of the ships were expected to be minimized. Also, since the
microphones were mounted very close to the deck (0.15 m), the incident and reflected
shocks were essentially in phase and the overpressure readings rep_'esented ground
pressure values rather than free air values. The ocean surface als) provides a reflect-
ing surface and, as such, causes both the direct and reflected shock_3 to be observed at
each measurement position to varying degrees, depending upon the ship height, the con-
dition of the ocean surface, and the velocity of the space vehicle.
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS
Rawlnsonde and rocketsonde observations from C_p_°Kennedy, Florida, were taken
on December 7, 1972, at approximately 10 min and 162 r_in after lift-off, respectively.
_ Measured values of wind direction and speed, temperaturei dewpoint, pressure, relative
and absolute humidity, speed of sound, and density as a function of altitude are listed in
_ tables 3 and 4.
I
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Radiosonde observations from station 3, which was positioned approximately 65 km
downrange from the launch site, were taken at approximately 2 rain before launch and
18 rain after launch -m December 7, 1972. Measured values of temperature, dewpoint,
pressure, relative and absolute humidity, speed of sound, and density as a function of
altitude are given in tables 5 and 6. In addition to these weather measurements, local ..
climatological data (surface temperature, relative humidity, surface wind and direction)
were obtained from each ship in the test area at the time of the sonic-boom arrival and
are pre._ented in table 1. All stations experienced surface temperatures of approxi- _
, mately 296 K and surface winds ranged from 5 to 10 knots. As indicated previously,
sea conditions were calm at all ship locations.
: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I
i Signature Characteristics
The descriptive terms used for the present signature measurements are illus-
trated in figure 11. These characteristics include the measured quantities of peak over-
pressure Ap, total time AT, positive duration Ato, positive impulse Io, and rise
time T. For the purpose of this paper Ato is the total time from the onset of the
initial positive phase of the signature to the first crossing of the ambient pressure line
! during the expansion phase. The total time AT . _ defined as the time from the onset
of the initial positive phase of the signature to the first indication of the return to ambi-
ent pressure during the recompression phase. For the signatures observed in the pres-
ent studies, the total time AT is not well defined. This difficulty in defining AT is
'_ consistent with data obtained from previous Apollo vehicles and is due to the effects of
the large exhaust plume from the rocket engine. These five parameters were measured
for each sonic-boom signature as recorded at each of the six measuring stations and
are listed in table 7.
Ascent Measurements
Figure 12 presents measured sonic-boom signatures obtained in the Atlantic down-
range from the launch site at stations 1 to 6. These stations were located to lie within
the focus regions associated with the flight-path angle and acceleration profile of the
space vehicle during ascending flight. Listed in the figure are the velocity and the alti-
tude of the launch vehicle along the flight path at the time t._at the initial sonic boom was
generated for each of the measurement stations (taken from fig. 5, ref. 14). Also indi-
cated in the fiamre are the measured overpressures and a time scale, both of which are
consistent for all signatures.
t .
6
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#The signaturesas measured atstations1 to 6 are notofthenormal N-wave type
butdisplayseveralsignificantfeaturestypicaloftheshock-wavephenomena thathave
. been observed during the Apollo 15 and 16 missions (re{s. 12 and 13), and in previous
aircraft 3tudies (ref. 10) in which accelerations and maneuvers were being performed.
The duration times for the signat_:,-cs measured at all six stations are 1.37 s,
1.42 s, 1.51 s, 1.27 s, 2.04 s, and 1.c.,I s, respectively, and are generally comparable with
those measured for the Apollo 15 and 16 launch vehicles (refs. 12 and 13) during the
ascent phase. The physical length of the Saturn V launch vehicle does not nearly account
for the long signature duration observed; these long duration signatures are a result of
|
the effects of the large exhaust plume from the rocket engine, which provided an even
larger effective body than the launch vehicle itself.
As mentioned previously, signatures with these characteristics have been measured
in previous investigations of booms generated by Apollo vehicles in ascent (refs. 12 and
13) and in wind-tunnel tests of bodies of revolution with simulated exhaust plumes. The
spiked overpressure peaks observed in two of the signatures are remin_.scent of charac-
teristics noted in aircraft flight test programs (refs. 1, 10, and 11) in which deliberate
attempts also were made to measure focused sonic booms or superbooms. These focus
booms occur at locations where disturbances created by the vehicle over a period of time
travel in such a way as to arrive at the same instant of time. Discussions of the nature
of such focus phenomena and means of calculating their occurrence are given in
references 4 and 10.
The signature of figure 12(a) (station 1) is significantly different from those at
stations 2 to 6; the onset of the positive pressure occurs at a much slower rate. This
slower rise time has also been observed for aircraft signature measurements taken at
ground positions just prior to the point on the ground where the focus or superboom
occurs. (For example, see fig. 39, ref. 9.) The signature shape and maximum overpres-
sule observed indicates stations 2 and 3 (figs. 12(b) and 12(c)) were very close to the
focus area. In figures 12(d) and 12(e) (stations 4 and 5) the separation of the positive
peaks of the two signatures i_dicates the measurement locations were downrange of the
focus area. In figure 12(f) (station 6) it can be seen that the second peak of the signature
i
is very weak and occurred approximately 16 s after the arrival of the primary signature,
which indicates that this station, as planned, was located well out of the focus region.
' (See fig. 6, ref. 14.)
The rise times of the bow-shock wave ranged from 18 to 416 ms. (See table 7.)
The overpressure signatures measured during ascent at stations 1 and 6 exhibited rather
long rise times of 310 and 214 ms, respectively. Those signatures measured at sta-
tions 2, 3, 4, and 5 exhibited moderate_l'tse times and were of the same order of magni-
tude as those previously measured for large spacecraft vehicles. (See refs. 12 and 13.)
7
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Presented in figure 13 are the maximum overpressure values as a functior, of the
Y
) downrauge position of the six ships on which the respective measurements were m_de. !_
f
Also shown are the predicted location of the focus region and the predicted overpressure
values downrange; these predicted values were taken from figure 7 of reference 14.
These data indicate that the first measurement obtained was uprange of the focus. The
second and third ships were located very close to the focus, as indicated by the very
high pressures and the very rapid rate of increase in overpressures. The pressures
measured on the last three ships are lower than the focus pressures and decrease very
rapidly. It should also be noted that the downrange location of the focus area is pre-
dicted very well and the overpressure values are also in good agreement, except in the
region of the focus. Previous flight studies involving aircraft indicate similar agree-
ment between predicted and measured overpressures. (See refs. 9 and 10.)
Comparison With Other Data
Presented in figure 14 is a summary of predicted and measured overpressure data
as a function of altitude for several aircraft of various sizes and weights (ref. 6), along
with measured data for the launch and reentry phases of the Apollo 15 and 16 spacecraft
vehicles (refs. 12 and 13), and ascent data of the present paper on the Apollo 17. Good
correlation exists between measured and predicted values of overpressure for the air-
craft cases. In addition, the sonic-boom levels, in general, increased with increasing
aircraft size and decreased with increasing altitude.
For the case of measurements made during the reentry of spacecraft flights
(Apollo 15 and 16), shown within the hatched region of figure 14, the ,,leasured data are
consistent with data obtained for aircraft in that they appear to be comparable in magni-
tude to extropolated levels for fighter or medium bomber aircraft and display a similar
decrease with increasing altitude.
The measured overpressure values for the launch and ascent portion of the space-
craft flights, shown within the crosshatched region in figure 14, in genera] indicate the
same trend of decreasing pressure with increasing altitude. However, *he magnitudes
of the overpressure values are considerably higher than those measured during the
reentry case. Since the physical size of the launch vehicle is considerably larger than
the reentry vehicle, higher overpressure levels can be expected. However, the largest
portion of the increased overpressures results from the effect of the large exhaust plume
from the rocket engine, which provides an even larger effective body than the launch
vehicle itself. The two data points that fall well above the crosshatched region are those
that were measured in the focus region resulting from the vehicle acceleration and flight-
path angle.
1975005520-010
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Sonic-boom 1;ressure signatures recorded onboard ships positioned along the
ground track of the ascent phase of the Apollo 17 mission displayed overpressures
ranging from about 63 N/m 2 to 420 N/m 2. None of the signatures were simple N-wave
shapes, and in some cases, a second signature was superimposed on the normal signa-
ture. These second signature._ are associated with the focus-boom region resulting from
the curved, accelerating flight profile of the launch vehicle.
I
The characteristics of sonic-boom overpressure signatures measured in the focus
region were found to be similar to those observed for maneuvering aircraft. As in the
case of the results of aircraft flight tests_ the region of focus amplification was relatively
narrow. The slgaatures observed for the Apollo 17 spacecraft outside of the focus region
were found to be similar in nature to those observed on previous Apollo missions. The
total durations of these signatures are longer than those observed for aircraft because
of the effect of the large exhaust plume from the rocket engine. Signatures exhibited
rise times which are of the order of those observed for supersonic aircraft and for other
Apollo space vehicles.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., November 14, 1974.
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REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
ORIGINALPAGE IS POOR
TABLE 3.* _U_tMAHY OF WEATHER DATA OBTAINED BY RA_INSONDE AFTER APOLLO 17 LAUNCH
t
....... Wind speed, ; Tempera[ure, : Dewpoint, _r ...... Relative humidity. Absolute humidity, Speed o4 som_l. I Density. !1
! , rn _ d_ I n,/s I K K t N/m 2 percel_ x/m 3 m/8 1 g/m3 L
i S _ 320 5_ i 255.05 294.85 102 000 99 19.12 344.16
' 305 IL 352 2 297.15 295.35 98 579 94) 19.53 345.71 I 1144102
510 , _ .5 295.15 293.85 95 2:6 92 17.95 344.16 1112.90914 100 | 292.35 232.35 91 S_38 1_ 16,45 342.61 1085.82
1 219 _, 1345 I 290.15 29,).05 88 742 99 14.34 34L50 !(:545.90
I 524 204 2 288.05 28'7.85 85 638 9'5 12.61 .'_10.00 I02B.OZ
; I 829 _ 215 4 2_5.$5 290.45 82 618 99 !1.53 352.53 997.21
i 2 134 213 5 285.85 =83.75 79 6go 87 9.70 539.01 965.45
2 438 i 295 4 285.25 279.25 76 858 67 7,16 338.50 934,44
i 2 _'43 _, 245 S 284.45 _4.45 74 113 24 2.41 337.go go6.23
r i
' 3 048 ' 241 7 a 281.95 245.05 71 450 28 2.41 336.45 881.47
t 2S0 6 ! 26°,45 265.05 68 862 34 2.58 335.41 855.033 353
3 6_ _ 2_ S L 2"_.75 ..... 66 350 ....... 355.87 831.99
3 96') + 284 S 275.95 242.85 63 910 7 .85 358.84 goT.Sg
4 2_7 t 394 9 '* 273.85 ..... 61 543 ....... 331.82 782.84I 45721 2. i, t 2`/1..75..... 5,.5 ....... .o.. ,5050i 4,77I 2. - i 2..45 ..... 5.7°. ....... 3.,_ _7.
5 182 _L 2_ IO t 267.15 ..... 54 5';3 ....... 317.'/0 715.'.
1 5 486 _ 264 9 l 2(_i.95 247.75 52 "/57 23 .85 3_M.16 6°3,25
275 ? 263.85 ..... SO727 ....... 325.'. 669J51 i
5 791 i
6 09_ I 299 7 _ 261.85 ..... 45 766 ....... 3_4.10 648.8°
6 401 307 0 _ 259.75 ..... 45 864 ....... 323.07 628.'.
6 704 ; 312 13 I, 357.15 243.45 45 02,3 32 .47 321.53 602,56
7 010 , 307 11 354.55 226.45 4,3 236 7 .09 319.98 591.61
7 315 _ 300 15 353.75 239.45 41 $08 29 .)3 319.47 M9,68
7 620 I 294 20 351.05 231.85 39 841 14 .14 317.93 550.59
"7925 ' 290 25 250.05 22='_.75 35 23,30 14 .11 316.90 M|.S3
8 :DO 391 28 247.35 231.15 36 570 20 .13 315.35 516.42
'. 8 534 i ,;qi 29 244.55 234.15 35 IS8 36 .18 313.29 500.67I
" 8 239 i 291 28 245.25 225.15 23 8945 15 .07 312.78 482.59
I
9 144 ! 3go 24 240.75 217.95 33 283 8 .03 310.72 467.14
9 449 ' 2900 21 238.63 214.93 30 917 .7 .02 309.59 451._0
9 754 293 18 335.75 311.45 29 595 (t ,01 307.6,3 437.42
10 058 I 303 20 233.35 209.95 °8 316 5 .01 3045.09 422.74
1C 353 310 24 230.65 207.45 27 079 6 .0l 304.55 409.08
10 668 313 J7 2_8.05 207,55 25 883 8 .Ol 302_49 395.38
207.15 24 728 10 ,01 300.95I0 9'13 315 30 225.45 _ 381.14
ii 278 314 3S 222.85 205.95 23 611 _ 1! ' .01 298.89 369.18
11 $82 313 40 2_0.75 204.85 22 534 12 .Ol 297.88 355.54
_LI_7 313 41 319.15 303.85 81 497 15 .00 290.83 341.81
12 192 312 43 217.15 202.25 :tO 503 13 .00 295.29 3N.96
12 497 316 39 314.55 200.15 19 543 14 .00 293.75 317.35
12 902 318 34 212.65 ..... 18 415 ....... 2_1,_0 305.04
13 106 315 32 310.65 17 730 ....... 290,40 193.1"/
15 411 313 51 309.45 16 878 ....... _90.15 280.72
13 710 311 30 _1_1.|5 15 0_2 ....... 389.1_ _8,88
14 0_1 308 |7 207.45 ..... 15 _t82 ....... 388.60 |545.55
14 508 306 27 2(_.65 14 $37 ....... 288,07 _4S.08
14 830 301 28 205.85 ..... 13 825 ....... |87,0_ 234.69
14 935 J50 |8 304,55 ..... 13 148 ....... |90,55 3_q.77
13 HO 189 _ |03,85 I:1 196 ....... 290,03 113.9
15 545 878 14 803.65 11 877 ....... 28_.03 _).17
15 850 i 281 |4 30_.85 ..... 11 _ ....... 285.53 122..73
18 134 , 391 22 _02.35 ..... 10 727 ....... 885.00 184.87
18450I -' 15 801.48 ..... i0., ....... ,,,,48 1t'7'271
,8,,4I 2,, 1, ,,,.85 ..... 0,. ....... ,,2.,, I '°°'"17,,,I -_ - 187.75 ..... 81,, ....... ,,1.,, .,..
,7374I 287 ,1 1,,.35 ,71, ....... .,02 1...
17 070 I 248 0 lSS.3s ..... 8 _8 ....... les.43 _4_.57
17 se3 j _n 8 _n,90 7 8_ ....... us.48 15e.8_
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TABLE 3. - SIJ_IMAItYOF WEATHERDATA OBTAINEDBY "_%WINSOND£AFTER APOL1.O17 LAUNCH- Colluded
Wll_tdirectlozl,deK_ in_-sP_d"-_m/sI TemPKrat.... ! D_K i,_;, _ _q RelativepercenthUmidlty.A l.Jutehumidity,g/m3 SpeedefImund,m/s Deuity,I,....m ...... _ .................. ... _.43 "_
18 593 2"/1 9 _04.55 --- 7093 --- ... 384.55 J0.79 I
18 898 214 10 305.8S --- 5745 ...... 1117.57 14.14
19 _ 114 9 S08.35 --- 6416 --- .-- D0.18 0T.H I '18 507 _ 7 309.05 --- 510"/ ...... )89.8S 01.1/
15)81'; 148 5 108.75 .-- 5813 --- ... )80.63 91.01
:tO117 348 3 :MS._t5 ... 5531 ...... )80.13 H.M i
20412 T)3 3 J07.55 ..- S)83 ...... )88.60 88.34 !
)8 7N n0 3 t07.35 ... _ ...... 3N.60 14.18 t
31 031 160 ,; 308.35 --- 4755 --- ... )89ol,; ?9.6"/
4535 --- ._. 280.83 75.675,1336 160 4 ?08.53 ---
31 (541 311 4 811.25 4318 ' "'" ... )81.18 71._t291.59 57.60
21 946 314 5, 311.95 ... 4111 --- "'"
,;1 260 158 1 811.75 -.. 3017 ... ... _)1.80 64.43
22 555 106 I 110.45 ... 3730 ... ... 190.60 51.73
.. _ 2 .66 60.13
11880 09 .5 315,8'; --- 3551 *--
13 15.q 310 I 310.45 ... 3382 ...... 130.64 `;8.97
470 284 4 ,;10.75 ... 3`;)8 ...... 1t)1.18 33.,;!... )81.)8 00.)8
7_4 30`; 5 ,;IL65 --- :;067 "'"
34 079 303 8 211.7,; ___ 39_t *-* ... 191.88 48.08441.10
34 304 283 8 ,;10/15 ... 1783 --* ... I)8.)8
_,4589 179 9 '_10.9_, ... 264_ --- ... )81.18 4`;.?8
`;5,?,4 --- ... )8L7`; 41.1014 994 `;'/i 11 ,;13.35 --"
`;52)8 17S 1'_ 313.75 2405 --- ... `;l_._J 38.80
|5 G03 280 il '814.83 ... _ ... ... 193.7,; 37.19
... _S._J 5.54
25 9_ )8`; 11 114.15 --- 3184 ---
34 ,;13 )81 10 114.95 ... ;1081[ *-- ... _93.7,r, 33.74
24 518 1"/0 5 81,;.75 ... 1984 --- ... 5q)4.)8 3L¢,S
... )84.)8 0.53
16 833 `;60 11 ,;15.85 --- 1891 --- I
,;58 1.5 :lie. IS ... 1804 ...... )84.?'/ )8.06
`;7 I1"/ Ir/.54 I
`;7432 26.5 19 117.55 ... 17ZO ...... 190.81
17 737 17S Z9 _18.SS -'* 1641 -'" ... 860.38 M.16 I
30 04`; 17'; ,;1 118.55 --- 1545 ...... _'St J4.93
)8 046 17"/4 _0 5nt0.1s ... 1493 --- ... :ttr't.$S B.e8
28 851 174 )8 S`;0.0S --* 14,;8 ...... )87.)8 Im.47
)8 956 177 _0 1'21.05 ... 1360 ...... 89V,N 11.44
09 351 2"/7 20 :131.45 ..- 11)8 ...... 198.38 J0.4S
... _98. 0 IL)8
19 5645 177 ,;I |,;L75 ... 1140 ---
89 870 377 ,;I ,;04,55 .. * I184 . .. ... 060.0_ 18.4I
30 i?S ,;?V _ _,;5.05 --- 1131 "'" ... S00.43 17.81
30 460 173 85 l,;S, 15 . .. 1080 ...... 300._ 18.?i
30 "Z85 _9 17 SSS.SS 10,;,; --- ... _J0.96 I8.N101.N 1LlJ
Sl 090 _8 17 nT,SS --- $6.* --* ... `;01.041 14.M
Si 3_4 J64 17 |Y/.OS ... 943 ---
S1 699 854 18 `;`;8,10 ... 901 ...... SOL41) I.q,MI
$1 004 ,;04 J9 818.83 -*- )81 ...... 10&01 18,11
31 _05 8sv s8 s_.8s --- 8_1 ...... 80L48 ILO0
3`;81,; JSO 17 J1'7.85 --- 781 ..... 80t.40 ILO_
S,; 91| )81 )8 I_I.|S --- 7M ...... _.01 11.40
30 ,;_ MS J8 1)8.70 --- 718 ...... _4.04 10,80
30 v_8 I0,; _9 JSO.SS -*- iN ...... _04.88 10._1
3S 8,;S _2 so )80.80 -** 008 ...... _04._ e.N
`;31.55 --- I_ ...... :106._ e,4?$4 1)8 MS 08
04 44| )81 14 110,90 --- lOS ...... _4i, S$ §,00
34 747 ! MS SS 230.70 --- 67_ --- ... _04.88 O,mP
SSOU I Ire1 ss ,_s1.80 .-- SSl ...... _OLM II,M:iS ,;5"i ...... 3131.85 "** i iS7 ...... NIL05' ?.1)1
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TABLE 4.- SL."MMARYOF WEATHER DATA O_I'A[NED BY R(X_K_DE AtTF.R APOLLO I"; I-.4L_CH
'alues wrre n._ L_oC._inC_d[or _rwpo_nt. relative humsdtlF, and ah4_lulr humidtl_
; Wind direction. Wind sl_" Trmper-_t_re. i Pressure. Spe_J _ _OUlnd. | l')rnslty.
i m __ dec + m/s K N/m 2 m/s ' t: 'm3 I
25 000 I ..... 313.35 "511 291L93 41.1655
•' 93 250 !_ ..... 3i3 S0 1424 293.31 39.4721
i 15 $00 J ..... 314.4,5 2330 293 66 37°6.465
35 7S0 | ..... 215.00 '_40 2_t 06 M.2920 ! *
I 26 000 I l"13 to 315 _f 5,15_ 294.44 34.'vi96
2_ I 269 I0 215.20 2070 Qt4._) 33.5151
21 5_ let il 215.02 1951 "_4.07 32.2316 i
M T30 _ 13 |Z4,945 1916 294.03 31.0167
: lit _lO _ 13 315.31 1040 ll4.27 29.T"73|
} 2"/230 _r 14 21S.ll 1769 934.M lit. 553,6
I il _ _ 16 216.64 1701 295.10 27.361'9
i T/750 :188 17 317.$4 _ 1637 _95.76 2,20M
I 2tl 000 Z'70 18 211154 1574 _._4 25.0M7
I 28 250 ii2 ll 3:10.15 ISIS _rL._ 93.9732
2:8 500 Z75 93 2il.S! 1458 298.48 22.9315
I _J 730 2"i'6 20 _/'/. 16 1404 2_J._4 2:1.0071
t 5q _00 275 IO _J_S7 1351 lit.10 21.15M
i 19 _50 176 21 _93,18
i_01 _5_._0
_0.3090
26 300 274 32 1_4,07 12_3 300.93 16.4710
i li 760 174 l'i 2:t5.02 1207 300.64 18.6804 ,
j 30 0_0 1'74 "_ itS.t3 1162 301.44 17.6|19
I 30 IS0 :172 113 126.33 1110 302.04 17. INS
! 30 S00 10i 14 _.82 1079 302.57 IS.Si21
, 30 ?30 JM 25 ltltll. 14 1040 302.92 IS.8'iSl
31 00_ _3 iS _8.44 1001 303.11 IS.2792
31 _ 161 li? lil.6S N6 _03.iS 14.7116
, 21 300 i30 17 _28.86 931 303,38 14.1M7
', 31 "i'l 93t I7 1.04 It; 303.51 13.64N
32 _'¢ 15t II lit. 23 _4 _03.64 13.1381
32 1'I IM II ill.S1 933 _03.81 116404
' 31 5O0 1st II ill.12 003 304.0S 11.11o4
i 31 7,50 230 30 930.44 774 304.44 li.70M
. 33 0_ 936 _ 230.85 747 304.71 11.2655
33 i,_ _ 31 231.03 710 304.83 10.8530
3i $00 160 31 931.13 694 304,_, 10.45M
i 22 750 1t56 31 ,rll.ll M9 30.5.00 10.0730
_4 000 2M _ 931,70 645 305,Y/ 1.7001
34 150 257 _ 932.16 6|2 305.57 6.3364
:14300 230 14 13172 600 305.94 6.6810
34 7SO J_4 $6 "_3.44 S71 306.41 8.6354
20 O_ _3 ST _rq4.43 SS8 30"/.M 8._946
36 t30 2_ _8 935._0 ,536 307.66 7.1el5
36 5e• |S4 40 _J6.19 _ 308._8 7,(_J04
26 75_ 1_ 42 137.06 SO1 308.79 7.1677
M 000 931 44 D8.17 484 309.30 7,0784
M 150 26,1 47 239,18 467 310.16 6,8041
g $00 iS4 48 ll40AI 431 Ill.Q0 5.5.334
M IS0 iSS 50 lille 416 $ll.01 6._S3
i? OQO IS5 St J41.M 431 112.11 6._169
21 II 3t5 l 142.11 -- 4045 113,09 6.8090
27 300 J_k5 Se _N1,71 291 111.M 5.6119
iT IS0 lSl 67 J41.86 379 313.17 S.4IL_J
l0 000 ISI SI 144,11 3(_ 213.14 5,2187
2l 210 190 30 144,42 164 112.54 5.0411
_l 600 130 el M4,41 343 111.9 4,87n
1 790 Idl t4 t44,46 110 113,$5 4,71
II M0 141 N M4,27 219 111.30 4.5_
2i 160 .930 M 142.81 306 312,16 4,41l
II 600 Ill M Idl.i4 Ill| t11,71 4.1eM
n IN Ill M X2.53 i Ilill 4.11S
40 000 JM M 141,81 llO 113,14 1,5710
40 130 161 08 IS.S4 NI 114,U I,IIOS
40 M_ Hi l J4?,ll M0 215,$1 l,el_i
40 130 Nl 81 ill,it ISI 114,12 I,$114
41 W0 lU N 14i, Sl ill Ill,It &lies
41 leo ill _l 860,90 IS 11%41 I,lell
41 iN ll? II 111,1o ill lle,li l, llll
; 41 190 MO el ll4,11 216 ltv, ll t,0011
4l NO Me el JM,N ill 111,61 Ll_ll
tII N0 Me 01 ill,it 901 llll,O5 l?lSI
' 16
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TAf_I.£ 4 - H(.',IMARy OF WEATHER I)ATA OI_T,_EI) 15¥ HO_Kt.'T_J_.I)t .. A_ ! _-.Ft_,t,s._Lu i_ L,._ _ci; - C_,D,;,*._r_
_V_luc._were n,_ _d)C._l,_dl,_r rk,wp,,mt, rrl.ltlVe luJm_d_tv, and .ibsolLqe humldttyJ
A[Ilturk.. WI,d d.......... Wind Sl_.ed. T¢,;I_-' ....... P........ Si]*'-edu( s_Jtld. ! Densitv_- -_
: ,_ _ nl/s K ._.'m | m.'s / ¢/m 3 !
4_ SOQ 270 69 1M|.99 19_ 3:_4.61 2.6454
42 750 271 70 _63.45 I_ 325.51 2 .5479
43 000 2"/I ;t 264.A3 iA7 326.36 2.4552
43 250 171 72 266.13 181 327.16 2.3G70
_3 500 Z72 73 267.39 175 327.93 2.282:11
43 750 5"_3 73 _8.01 I',0 328,32 2._071
44 9400 274 74 268.45 165 328. 59 |. 1355
44 250 274 76 2158.86 159 3_q.83 2.0_645
44 _ 275 77 _9._ I$5 '_. 10 I._M8
44 750 27S 77 _9.67 ISO 329.33 1.9357
45 000 275 77 _r70.23 145 $|9.67 1.87J4
45 2_ 275 77 2";0.645 141 3|9._4 1.81_3
45SO0 ,7S 76 1_1.13 137 330.,, 1.7539
N
46 OQO 274 74 _._. 11 17.8 330.8| 1.6417
4_ :SO 273 7_ 275r.47 124 331.04 1.5907 _
46 SO0 T;2 70 1f7|.84 11tl 331.26 1.5404
46 750 _71 69 _73.19 117 351.47 1.4918
47 OOO 270 67 273.50 113 331.645 1.44S0
47 ]SO 268 66 ]173.85 I10 331.87 1.39_5
47 SO0 264S 65 _rJ4.14 107 332.05 1.3SO9
47 750 265 65 _74.40 103 33_._1 1.3157
48 000 264 64 274.77 IO0 332.43 I._/2S
48 2S0 263 65 27S. 12 97 33_.64 1.2326
48 SO0 263 65 _75.39 94 337..81 1.1944
48 750 262 65 275.44 9_. ;32,83 1,1SO4
40 0OO 265' _$ 2'5'523 89 _3_71 1.1244
49 250 26:1 (IS 275.01 88 331.58 1,0915
49 SO0 263 64 2"74.77 1045 35_45 1,0594
49 7S0 _63 G_ 274.44 103 33_23 1.0290
SOOO0 263 63 2'74.24 10O 332. i I ,998?
50 250 263 62 274.01 97 331.97 .9694
SO500 262 62 273.85 94 331.87 ,9407
SO7S0 5rql 62 2'73.74 91 331.81 ,9127
,51000 _61 6_ 273.64 89 331.75 .88SO
51 2f_ 261 62 2"73.61 86 331.73 .8588
Si SO0 162 62 _'73.SO 83 33 i.66 .8331
.51 7S0 _63 GI rl3.42 81 331.62 .8083
5| 000 364 GI 273.045 78 331.40 ,7849
52 250 '1(_ 81 272.25 76 330.90 76_4
52 SO0 267 60 2"71.21 74 330.27 .7431
52 750 269 60 I170.IS 71 319.e3 .7|3|
53 00_ |7G 59 269.21 70 32g.06 .7035
53 250 _70 58 _68.5_S 68 $_18.46 .6844
53 500 IIe51 $7 _7.18 e7 3_t7.S0 .6660
53 750 168 545 _M6.1| 6S 3|7,16 .6479
54 OOO :tim 54 |_.4:t 63 $2($,7| .6|M
54 2SO 2_ 53 284.98 41 3_6.46 .6:0_
54 SO0 |Sg 52 _M4.4_1 59 3|6.1 ! .SO$1
54 7SO 2S7 S| 263.61 SO 315.61 ,S765
55 000 254 52 10:_.49 M 3_4.g:_ .5404
55 _tso 25,._ 55r _NI.31 SS 3|4.19 .$454
SOSO0 IS_ 53 _0.19 $3 $_3.4_ ,5305
56 750 |S| 53 srSg.IO S| :1|1.81 .51_
_, 000 _tS3 53 Itso,_ 50 3g_|.|l ,SOLO
,5(J150 |_4 5| 257.7_ 49 3_1.g7 ,4859
SO.500 157 S| 157.46 47 3|1,79 .4709
Se 7_0 leo Sl 1S7,07 46 311.54 ,4_S
57 000 |eS :1 L,q_.lO 44 3|1.00 .44_4
57 '_SO |M 51 _S.01 4S 310.16 .4311
S7 60_ 170 51 IS3.Se 41 $19.$6 .41|S %
57 760 174 51 151.91 41 _ $18.30 .401S
58 000 177 SI :149.9"/ 40 317.07 .3981
58 |_ |_0 5ft 147.91 $9 315.?8 .350|
58 500 ..... :145,N 38 $14,$1 .3783
58 750 ..... 144.$S 37 113.49 .$080
69 00_ ..... 1143.03 18 $1L64 ,357S
59 |90 ..... 141.91 $$ $11,9_ ,$419
S9 S00 ..... 141.09 S4 $1I.$0 .S$45
b9 ?_ ..... IMI.II0 SY_ 311.4(I ,$H7
60 000 ..... 141.44 $I $I 1,4| ,$ I|1
e0 145 ..... J41,77 3_ $11.8| .1015
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TABLE 5.-SUMMARY OF WEATHEI_ DATA OBTAINED BY RAIROBONDE FROM STATION 3 AT 2 mln BEFORE LAUNCH I
[Wind direction at an altitude o( 3 In was 330o. Values for wind direction were not obtained at other altitqdes.
Wind speed was not measured]
Altitude, Temperature, Dewpotnt, I Pressure, Relative humidity, Absolutehumidity, Speed of sound, Density,
m K K N/m 2 percent g/m 3 m/s g/m 3
3 298.05 298.60 101 880 07 20.81 346.22 1175.86
305 294.55 293.84 93 410 94 17.80 343.65 1153.26
610 291.85 291.18 95 010 94 15.23 342.11 1134.93
914 291.05 289.5'7 91 700 90 13.80 341.59 I089.15
1 219 289.05 286.49 88 490 84 11.41 340.56 1059.57
1 534 287.25 284.78 85 370 84 10.28 339.53 I0_8.98
1 829 285.25 283.45 82 340 88 9.48 337.99 999.91
2 134 283.65 281.54 79 400 86 8.40 337.48 970,14
2 438 282.15 276.45 78 550 67 8.01 336.45 941.43
2 743 281.55 274.05 73 780 59 5.02 333.93 909.95
3 048 278.15 271.36 71 100 57 4.17 334.39 884.89
3 353 2*76.53 269.19 68 490 58 3.56 332.85 860,55
3 658 2*74.85 266.59 65 960 54 2.98 331.82 834._
3 962 273.55 262.82 63 510 44 2.23 331.30 807.59
4 267 2.70.95 286..73 81 130 41 1.73 329.76 784.91
4 5*73 289.25 25,7.19 58 820 38 1.43 328.*73 .760.14
4 8T7 26*7.25 255.26 56 590 38 1.22 32.7.19 .73'7.01
5 182 265._)5 254.68 54 420 43 1.1'7 326.16 714.50
5 486 263.45 253.94 52 320 48 1.12 325.13 691.16
5 ,791 362.45 250.56 50 290 3.7 .83 334.61 987.02
8 096 280.45 250.6*7 48 330 44 .85 323.0*7 048.06
8 401 257.95 247.88 46 430 41 .65 321.55 626.59
6 *798 250.15 24*7.*7.7 44 590 48 .66 320.50 606.13
*7010 254.85 24*7.88 42 810 55 .8.7 319.4.7 585._.3
'7315 252,95 244.38 41 100 48 .49 318.44 565.3*7
.7020 250.83 341.50 39 430 42 .38 316.90 54*7.42
'7935 248.35 239.51 3_ 830 43 .31 315.35 530.2*7
8 230 248.05 93.7,$,7 36 2.70 43 .25 314.33 513.29
8 534 243.65 234.98 34 *760 43 .20 312.'78 496.83
8 839 240.85 232.28 33 300 42 .16 310.,72 481.20
9 144 238.15 229.S6 31 880 40 .11 309.18 486.1,7
9 449 235.65 2'_6..7'_ 30 510 39 .09 30*7.64 450.91
9 *754 232.75 ..... 29 180 ....... 305.58 436.*7*7
10 056 |50.35 ..... 3*7900 ....... 3(+*.04 4|1.86
10 $63 |S_'.25 ..... 26 860 ....... 301.98 408..7'r
10 668 234..78 ...... 23 460 ....... 300.43 394.60
10 9*73 222.05 ..... 24 300 ....... 198.38 381.34
11 2*78 :119.56 ..... 23 1_) ....... 296.83 307,85
11 582 218.05 ..... 12 110 ....... ]95.81 383.17
/
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TABLE 5. = SUMMARY OF WgATHgR DATA OBTAINED BY RA/M(]K)NDK FROM STATION 3 AT 2 mln BKFORE LAUNCH - Concluded
EWied ,erection at an altitude of 3 m was 210 o. Values for wind direction Were no( obtained at other altitudes.
Wind speed was not measured]
Altitude, Temperature, Dewpotnt, Pressure, Relative humidity, Absolute humidity, 8peed of sound, Density,
m K K N/m 2 percent g/m 8 m/8 g/m S
11 88"l 215.85 --- 21 0?0 ...... 393.75 540.83
13 192 11_.85 --- Z0 070 ...... Sgi.S0 330.50
J;2 49"1 210.75 -** 19 110 ...... 390.66 315.90
12 802 209.:15 --- 18 180 ....... 389.63 30'1.79
13 106 209.25 --- 17 300 ...... 309.1:1 389.40
13 411 298.45 --- 16 4C0 ...... 309.18 275.04
I13 716 310.15 --- 15 660 ...... 309.1:1 26:t.01
14 0|1 206.35 --- 14 890 ...... 287.57 |51.46
14 3:16 :104.48 --- 14 150 ...... 986.55 341.15
14 630 303.45 --- 13 450 ...... 385.5:1 230.34 |
14 935 :10:1.35 --- 12 780 ...... :185.00 319.95
15 240 101.85 --- 1:1140 ...... 304.48 209.40
15 545 :101.45 --- 11 530 ...... 303.07 199.31
15 850 201.15 --- 10 950 ...... 30183.97 189.55
16 154 :100.75 --- 10 390 ...... 303.97 180.3:1
16 459 200.55 --- 9 870 ...... 303.46 171.43
16 764 200.25 --- 9 370 ...... 303.46 16:1.96
17 069 :100.05 --- 8 890 ...... 305.46 154.89
17 374 200.35 --- 8 440 ...... 305.46 146.77
17 678 20:1.15 -.- 8 030 ...... 304.48 158.17
17 983 304.05 --- 7 820 ...... _.08 130.08
18 388 q04.45 --- 7 340 ...... 1845.03 123.38
18 593 :105,05 --- 8 880 ...... 398.55 118.88
18 898 :104.85 --- 8 540 ...... 307.57 110.31
19 20:1 807.15 --- 6:120 ...... 308.09 104.64
19 507 :107.15 --- 8 9J0 ...... 308.09 99.48
19 813 305.:15 --- 5 830 ...... 307.08 95.44
30 117 :107.05 --- § 350 ...... 308.08 89.94
30 423 298.35 --- 5 098 ...... 309.1:1 85.03
30 730 :109.35 --- 4 540 ...... 989.68 00.83
31 031 308.88 --- 4 600 ...... 309.1:1 70.91
31 336 :107.95 --- 4 380 ...... 308.60 73.36
:11641 :107.65 --- 4 170 ...... 308.60 69.87
31 946 310.05 --- 3 960 ...... 308.60 06.33
33 850 309.88 --- 3 770 ...... 190.16 9L6|
3:1 835 310,05 --- 3 590 ...... 190.18 89.49
33 860 309.88 --- 3 410 ...... 190.15 56.q3
33 1(55 308.75 --- 3 850 ...... J40.16 _.98 /
:134?0 310.43 --- 3 090 ...... 300.66 51,17 t33 774 310.85 --- 3 940 ...... 390.66 48.4084 079 310.88 ..- J 800 ...... 300,66 40,_
18 I
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TABLE 8.- SUMMARY OF WEATHER DATA OBTAINED BY RADIO6ONDE FROM STATION 3 AT 13 rain AFTER LAUNCH
_Tind direction at an altitude O( 3 m was 330°. Values for wind direction were not obtained at other altlt_._es.
Wind speed was no( measured_
Altitude, Temperature, Dewpotut, Pressure, Relative humidity, Absolute humidity, Speed of sound, Density,
m K K N/m 3 percent g/m 3 m/8 g/m 3
.... 3 298.35 :196.23 " 101 850 87 20.30 345.71 i177.11
305 296.85 :193.91 98 420 82 17.74 345.19 1144.37
810 295.05 291.64 95 050 80 15.=, 344.16 1112.82
914 292.65 287.53 91 770 72 12.1, 342.62 1085,07
I 819 390.55 284.8:1 88 570 97 10.05 341.39 1055.81
1 524 288.85 383.73 _5 470 71 9.53 340.56 1025.13
1 829 :187.83 283.0:1 8_t450 68 8.55 339.53 993.48
:1134 :184.95 278.64 79 520 65 6.83 337..99 968.08
2 438 :184.05 278.8'/ 73 880 61 6.08 337.48 936.64
2 743 _i8:1.65 2'74.71 73 920 57 5.:15 336.45 907.82
3 048 281.05 :173.16 71 250 57 4.71 335.93 880.:10
3 353 :178.85 :_'/0.50 69 680 56 4.00 334.39 855.43
3 658 =76.95 268.'/3 68 140 54 3.46 333.36 829.79
3 962 275.35 285.87 83 700 49 :1.79 333.33 804.48
T 4:167 :173.85 200.91 61 330 37 1.91 331.30 779.01
4 57:1 :17:1.:15 :160.10 59 050 39 1.79 330.27 754.47
4 877 :169.45 :157.55 56 820 39 1.48 3:18.73 733.63
5 18:1 :167.75 255.01 54 970 36 1.20 337.70 710.47
5 486 :165.45 :15:1.83 53 _70 36 1.00 320.16 689.46
5 791 363.15 :155.53 50 350 54 1.:17 3:14.61 668.43
8 096 :160.35 253.69 48 580 57 I.U 333.07 949.38
6 401 :153,65 248,90 46 670 44 .73 392.04 6:19.11
8 706 :157.98 $44.38 44 830 3:1 .51 3:11.53 603.1:1
7 010 |55.35 243.96 43 050 33 .43 319.'98 587.10
7 315 :153.05 :141.83 41 3W 36 .39 318,44 568.73
7 620 :150.85 :143.86 39 650 53 .48 316.90 550.41
7 9:15 :149.16 :140.97 38 930 47 .35 315.37 531.53
8 330 :148.85 B38.51 30 4'70 46 ,39 314.84 514.60
8 334 :144,43 :134.53 34 960 38 .19 318.30 497.96
8 839 :149.48 |83.95 33 500 53 ._13 311.75 481.:1:1
9 144 :140.05 :134.99 3:1080 61 .:11 310.|1 465.53
9 449 :137.:15 B:11.74 30 710 64 .17 308.67 450.93
9 7M |34.85 :130.41 |9 390 63 ,13 307.1| 435.80
10 058 J31.65 0 |8 110 0 0 304.53 4|S,60
10 363 :119.08 0 30 910 0 0 303.01 408.53
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t;tgure 2.- Configuration of Apollo 1?/Saturn V launch vehicle.
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Figure 6.- Apollo 17 launch and ascent profiles.
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FLgure 7.- Typical system response of sonic-boom measurement equipment used
for data acquisition.
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(b) Signal condltlontng and recordln t console,
Figure 9.- Typical data ac4ulsitlon system as mounted on each ship.
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